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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER/COURT OF APPEALS 
DECISION 

Petitioner Julius Booth asks this Court to grant review of 

the Court of Appeals' published decision in State v. Booth, No. 

82751-1-I, filed December 5, 2022 (Appendix). 

B. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

1. Is review warranted to resolve whether peremptory 

challenges are enshrined in the impartial jury trial rights of article 

I, sections 21 and 22 of our state constitution, where they were 

guaranteed by law at the time our state constitution was adopted, 

and, additionally, does that require a return to the rule that 

reversal is required when the defense is forced to use a 

peremptory challenge to remove a biased juror and thereafter 

exhausts all remaining peremptory challenges? 

2. Is review warranted to resolve whether 

"administrative" dismissal of a seated Juror during trial 

constitutes a critical stage at which a defendant's constitutional 

rights to counsel and to be present are applicable? 
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3. Washington courts merge no-contact order 

violations into felony stalking convictions but refuse to merge 

assault convictions into felony no-contact order violations. 

Similarly, here the Comi of Appeals refused to merge Booth's 

attempt to elude into his felony no-contact order conviction 

despite concluding the same act supported both offenses. Is 

review wananted to resolve this conflict and provide guidance as 

to when no-contact order violations merge? 

C. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Booth was charged with first degree kidnapping, felony 

violation of a comi order (FVNCO), and attempting to elude a 

pursuing police vehicle, following a nearly half an hour police 

pursuit along Interstate 5 and surrounding side streets. Booth 

was living in the car with his girlfriend, Jorden Gaytan-Roybal, 

and their children despite a no contact order because the family 

rarely had anywhere else to go. RP 577-79, 723-24. Gaytan

Roybal and the children were in the car during the incident. RP 
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588-91, 603, 733, 736, 759-61. No one was injured. RP 532, 

572. 

14 jurors were seated for Booth's trial. Two jurors were 

to be randomly selected and dismissed as alternates at the end 

of trial. RP 12, 406-07, 414, 443-45. On the second day of trial, 

one juror requiring medical attention was dismissed by 

agreement. RP 619-20. 

On the third day of trial, the trial court informed the 

paiiies that it had taken "executive action" and dismissed 

another juror who had called the bailiff that m01ning to report 

feeling ill. RP 743-47. The juror stated he was vomiting but did 

not "think it was COVID" because he was vaccinated and had 

no Covid symptoms. RP 743-46. The juror repeatedly stated 

"he would try to come in" despite feeling ill. RP 743-46. 

Defense counsel objected, noting that like Booth, the 

juror was a "person of color" and explaining that they wanted 

him on the jury. RP 745-47. Noting the trial was ahead of 

schedule, counsel requested the court contact the juror to see if 
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he was able to return. RP 746. As counsel explained, the juror's 

symptoms could resolve within 24 hours. RP 745. 

The court noted the objection but explained the juror had 

already been excused for "humanitarian" reasons because they 

"couldn't serve" despite being "pretty confident it's not 

COVID." RP 746-47. 

Booth was found not guilty of kidnapping. RP 978; 149-

54; CP 149-51. Booth was convicted of FVNCO and attempting 

to elude. CP 155-56, 161-62, 178-85; RP 979-83. The jury also 

found the FVNCO involved domestic violence and was 

committed within sight or sound of minor children. RP 979-83; 

CP 1-12, 157-58. 

At sentencing, Booth argued his convictions for 

attempting to elude and FVNCO merged because the jury could 

have relied on the same reckless driving conduct to convict him 

of both offenses. RP 1009-1 0; CP 164-66. The prosecution 

argued the convictions did not merge because the crimes were 

directed at different victims. RP 998-99. The trial court 
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concluded "as a matter of law" that neither the "merger doctrine 

or same criminal conduct" applied to Booth's case. RP 1016. 

Booth was sentenced to an exceptional sentence of 24 months 

on the FVNCO conviction. RP 1018-19. A concurrent sentence 

of 5 months on the attempting to elude conviction was also 

imposed. RP 1019; CP 178-85. 

Booth argued on appeal that the Washington 

Constitution's article I, sections 21 and 22 create a right to the 

use of peremptory strikes during jury selection that was violated 

when the trial court erroneously denied his motion to dismiss a 

potential juror for cause. He also argued the trial court's ex 

parte dismissal of an ill seated juror violated his rights to be 

present at critical stages of trial and have counsel at critical 

stages of trial. Finally, he argued that his convictions should 

merge because they were based on the same act. The Court of 

Appeals rejected each argument. Op., 6-32. 

Booth now seeks this Court's review. 
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D. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE 
ACCEPTED 

1. Review is necessary to decide whether 
peremptory challenges are enshrined in the 
impartial jury trial right of article I, sections 21 
and 22, where they were guaranteed by law when 
our state constitution was adopted and, 
additionally, whether that necessitates a return 
to the Parnell rule. 

Prospective Juror 4' s written answer to whether she could 

be "a fair and impartial juror to both parties in this case" was 

"No. Cannot be fair." RP 127; CP 197-287. Juror 4 also 

responded "Not sure" when asked to explain why she could not 

be fair and impartial. RP 127; CP 259. When questioned during 

voir dire, Juror 4 expressed "concerns" about being impartial, 

replying, "Well, I - I suppose I can't really answer that question 

for you. I mean, yeah. Would it - would it make me think twice 

about -yeah. Certainly would." RP 204. 

Defense counsel 's motion to dismiss Juror 4 for cause was 

denied, with the trial court reasoning, "I, frankly, just don't think 

that this level to the level of for-cause challenge. Of course, it 
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may be you're ripe for a peremptory challenge." RP 292. The 

Court of Appeals agreed with Booth that it was effor to not 

dismiss juror 4 for cause, given her failure to express an 

unequivocal ability to remain impartial. Op., 10-13. 

The Court of Appeals, however, disagreed that reversal of 

Booth's convictions was necessary. Op., 13-21. Booth 

acknowledged Juror 4 did not sit on his jury, but asserted article I, 

sections 21 and 22 of our state constitution together necessitate a 

return to the rule of State v. Parnell, 77 Wn.2d 503, 463 P.2d 134 

(1969), abrogated by State v. Fire, 145 Wn.2d 152, 34 P.3d 1218 

(2001). Brief of Appellant (BOA) at 15-28. The Parnell rule 

required reversal when the defense was forced to use a 

peremptory challenge on a biased juror and exhausted all 

remaining peremptories. 77 Wn.2d at 508. 

In the 2001 Fire decision, however, five justices 

abandoned the Parnell rule. The court instead applied the U.S. 

Supreme Court decision in United States v. Martinez-Salazar, 

528 U.S. 304, 120 S. Ct. 774, 145 L. Ed. 2d 792 (2000), which 
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held a defendant fails to show prejudice and, therefore, cannot 

obtain reversal when no biased juror actually sits on the jury. 

Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 165. The lead opinion in Fire reasoned the 

Parnell rule was constitutionally based and, because there was no 

showing that article I, section 22 was more protective than the 

Sixth Amendment, Martinez-Salazar controlled. Fire, 145 Wn.2d 

at 163-64. 

However, the lead op1mon emphasized Fire did not 

conduct a Gunwall 1 analysis or make an independent state 

constitutional argument. Id. Nor did the lead opinion address 

article I, section 21, which mandates "[t]he right of trial by jury 

shall remain inviolate." "The term 'inviolate' connotes deserving 

of the highest protection" and "indicates that the right must 

remain the essential component of our legal system that it has 

always been." Sofie v. Fibreboard Corp., 112 Wn.2d 636, 656, 

771 P.2d 711 (1989). 

1 State v. Gunwall, 106 Wn.2d 54, 720 P.2d 808 (1986). 
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Division One concluded Fire and Division Three's 

decision in State v. Munzanreder, 199 Wn. App. 162, 398 P.3d 

1160 (2017), controlled in Booth's case. Op., 13-21. The 

Munzanreder court held, "[i]n nearly 100 years, our state has yet 

to recognize any state or local concern with respect to a 

defendant's right to an impartial jury that would justify 

interpreting article I, section 22 differently than how federal 

courts have interpreted the Sixth Amendment." 199 Wn. App. at 

174. Division Three criticized Munzanreder for "repeatedly 

conflat[ing]" article I, section 21 and section 22. Id. On reading 

the two provisions in conjunction, the court merely held, "we 

disagree with his analysis," without further discussion. Id. 

This Court has never squarely addressed whether article I, 

sections 21 and 22 must be read in conjunction to provide for a 

stronger impartial jury trial right than the federal constitution. 
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However, multiple prior decisions from this Court suggest that 

they must and, therefore, Munzanreder must be overruled.2 

In Gunwall itself, this Court recognized, "Even where 

parallel provisions of the two constitutions do not have 

meaningful differences, other relevant provisions of the state 

constitution may require that the state constitution be interpreted 

differently." 106 Wn.2d at 61. This is consistent with principles 

of statutory construction, and constitutional provisions must be 

interpreted, like statues, according to their plain meaning. State v. 

Gray, 174 Wn.2d 920, 927, 280 P.3d 1110 (2012) (a statute's 

plain meaning should be discerned from context, "related 

provisions," and the statutory scheme as a whole). This Court has 

further recognized "the fact that the Washington Constitution 

mentions the right to a jury trial in two provisions instead of one 

indicates the general importance of the right under our state 

2 A full Gunwall analysis is provided in Booth's opening brief. 
BOA at 18-20. 
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constitution." State v. Smith, 150 Wn.2d 135, 151, 75 P.3d 934 

(2003). 

These authorities indicate Munzanreder artificially 

separated our two state constitutional jury trial rights, incorrectly 

reading them in isolation. Furthermore, Fire does not control on 

this question because Fire did not brief the state constitutional 

argument or the effect of article I, section 21, and so the Fire 

court did not address it. In re Elec. Lightwave, Inc., 123 Wn.2d 

530, 541, 869 P.2d 1045 (1994) ("We do not rely on cases that 

fail to specifically raise or decide an issue."). 

Case law is clear that our "inviolate" Jury trial right 

guaranteed in article I, section 21 means "more than the 

preservation of the mere form of trial by jury." State v. Strasburg, 

60 Wash. 106, 116, 110 P. 1020 (1910). The "purpose of article I, 

section 21 was to preserve inviolate the right to a trial by jury as 

it existed at the time of the adoption of the constitution." Smith, 

150 Wn.2d at 150-51. Consequently, whether our jury trial right 

is more protective in a particular circumstance '"must be 
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determined from the law and practice that existed in Washington 

at the time of our constitution's adoption in 1889."' State v. 

Clark-El, 196 Wn. App. 614, 621, 384 P.3d 627 (2016) (quoting 

Smith, 150 Wn.2d at 151). 

In City of Pasco v. Mace, 98 Wn.2d 87, 98-100, 653 P.2d 

618 (1982), this Court held the state jury trial right extended to 

misdemeanors, because the law as it existed when our state 

constitution was adopted provided the right to a jury trial for 

misdemeanors. See also Strasburg, 60 Wash. at 121-24 

(legislature could not abolish insanity doctrine because it existed 

when our state constitution was adopted and was therefore 

enshrined in the jury trial right). 

The same analysis establishes the Parnell rule is 

constitutionally mandated. Just like in Mace, peremptory 

challenges were guaranteed in both civil and criminal cases when 

the state constitution was adopted. Code of 1881 §§ 207, 208, 

1079. In fact, they were provided for in the first statutes passed in 

1854 when Washington was a ten-itory. Laws of 1854, p. 118 § 
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102; p. 165 § 186.15. Given this history, the right to peremptory 

challenges is preserved under our state constitution as part of the 

jury right in article I, sections 21 and 22. 

In Martinez-Salazar, the Court reasoned peremptory 

challenges are not mandated under the federal constitution. 528 

U.S. at 311. This makes sense because legislation authorizing 

peremptory challenges in federal cases was enacted in 1790, a 

year after the federal constitution was ratified. Id. at 311-12. 

Because peremptories were provided by our ten-itorial laws when 

Washington adopted its constitution, a different result is 

wan-anted. See Mace, 98 Wn.2d 97-98 (recognizing this 

distinction for misdemeanor jury trials). 

Additionally, there is no need for our state to proceed in 

lockstep with federal courts on this issue. Other states apply an 

independent state rule similar to Parnell. See, ~' Shane v. 

Commonwealth, 243 S.W.3d 336, 341 (Ky. 2007) (reversing 

where defense was forced to use a peremptory to remove a juror 

who should have been dismissed for cause, and exhausted all 
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peremptory challenges); State v. Good, 43 P.3d 948, 961 (Mont. 

2002) (same). The Montana Supreme Court explained a Parnell

type rule is sound because otherwise a defendant's number of 

peremptory challenges is effectively reduced, affording the 

prosecution an "unmistakable tactical advantage" and 

compromising "the impartiality of the jury." Good, 43 P.3d at 

961. 

Since Fire, trial court error in refusing to dismiss a biased 

juror has forced defense attorneys to either expend one of their 

precious few peremptories or gamble on a biased jury in the 

hopes of winning reversal on appeal.3 See State v. Talbott, _ 

Wn.2d _ , _ P.3d _ , 2022 WL 17839790 *6-7 (affirming 

that "[i]n cases where the party has exhausted their peremptory 

challenges, Fire applies."). But Fire did not address whether 

3 See Thomas Ward Frampton, For Cause: Rethinking Racial 
Exclusion and the American Jury, 118 MICH. L. REV. 785, 819 
(2020) ("[I]n all but the most unusual cases, the [Martinez
Salazar] Court has shut the door on defendants' ability to 
contest either the erroneous grant or the erroneous denial of a 
challenge for cause."). 
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peremptory challenges and the Parnell rule are part of the jury 

trial right guaranteed by article I, section 21, when read in 

conjunction with article I, section 22. It is a question this Court 

must answer, particularly given Division Three's inconect 

decision in Munzanreder. RAP 13.4(b )(1 ), (3), ( 4). 

2. Review 1s necessary to resolve whether 
"administrative" dismissal of a seated juror 
during trial constitutes a critical stage at which 
a defendant's constitutional rights to counsel 
and to be present apply. 

The Sixth Amendment and article I, section 22 both 

guarantee the right to counsel "at all critical stages m the 

litigation." State v. Reddrick, 166 Wn.2d 898, 909-10, 215 P.3d 

201 (2009). A critical stage is when "a defendant's rights may be 

lost, defenses waived, privileges claimed or waived, or in which 

the outcome of the case is otherwise substantially affected." Id. at 

910. Denial of a counsel at a critical stage is presumptively 

prejudicial and grounds for reversal. Id. 

Criminal defendants also have a fundamental right, derived 

both from due process and the right to confront accusers, to 
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themselves be present "at all critical stages of trial." State v. Irby, 

170 Wn.2d 87, 880, 246 P.3d 796 (2011). This critical stage asks 

whether the defendant's "'presence has a relation, reasonably 

substantial, to the fullness of his opportunity to defend against the 

charge."' Id. at 881 (quoting Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 

97, 105-06, 54 S. Ct. 330, 78 L. Ed. 674 (1934), overruled in part 

on other grounds sub nom. Malloy v. Hogan, 37 U.S. 1, 84 S. Ct. 

1489, 12 L. Ed. 2d 653 (1964)). 

A court may only remove a juror after it has found the 

person is "unable to perfmm the duties" of a juror. CrR 6.5. A 

court should only excuse a juror if it finds the juror has 

"manifested unfitness as a juror by reason of bias, prejudice, 

indifference, inattention, or any physical or mental defect or by 

reason of conduct or practices incompatible with proper and 

efficient jury service." RCW 2.36.110. 

Although the power to replace a juror in certain situations 

is therefore within the discretion of the court, as the Court of 

Appeals has recognized, this decision is ".... not the proper 
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subject for an ex parte judicial proceeding .... " and "should not 

be made, [], without according the parties an opportunity to 

provide the comi with arguments and authority which bear upon 

the decision to be made." State v. Ashcraft, 71 Wn. App. 444, 

463, 859 P.2d 60 (1993). 

The Court of Appeals m Booth's case distinguishes 

Ashcraft on the basis that it involved excusal of a juror after jury 

deliberations had begun. Op., 24-25. By its plain terms, 

however, CrR 6.5 applies "at any time before submission of the 

case to the jury ... " Thus, compliance with CrR 6.5 implicates 

both the right to counsel and the right to be present. 

Indeed, the resounding authority in Washington holds that 

communication between the court and the jury is a critical stage 

of trial at which the defendant has a right to receive meaningful 

representation. State v. Rice, 110 Wn.2d 577, 613-14, 757 P.2d 

889 (1988).4 CrR 3.4(a) likewise mandates the defendant shall be 

4 See also State v. Bourgeois, 133 Wn.2d 389, 407, 945 P.2d 
1120 (1997) (recognizing a trial court must generally "'disclose 
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present "at every stage of the trial including the empaneling of 

the jury and the return of the verdict." The U.S. Supreme Court 

has held the identical Fed. R. Crim. Proc. 43 requires defense 

counsel be given an oppmiunity to be heard before the trial court 

communicates with the jury. Rogers v. United States, 422 U.S. 

35, 39, 95 S. Ct. 2091, 45 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1975); In re Det. of 

Pouncy, 168 Wn.2d 382, 392, 229 P.3d 678 (2010) (where a 

Washington rule mirrors its federal counterpaii, courts may rely 

on federal case law interpreting the federal rule as persuasive 

authority). 

the communication to counsel for all parties"' ( quoting Rushen 
v. Spain, 464 U.S. 114, 119, 104 S. Ct. 453, 78 L. Ed. 2d 267 
(1983)); State v. Allen, 50 Wn. App. 412, 419, 749 P.2d 702 
(1988) ("Communications between judge and jury in absence of 
defense counsel are clearly prohibited and therefore constitute 
error."); But see State v. Yonker, 133 Wn. App. 627, 636, 137 
P.3d 888 (2006) ("The law forbids only communications that 
could possibly influence deliberations . . . Communications 
necessary for the proper care of the jury, such as lunch orders 
and other administrative matters, do not raise an inference of 
impropriety because these communications are neutral and 
innocuous." (citation omitted)). 
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The Court of Appeals rejects this authority, instead 

concluding that dismissal of a seated juror before deliberation "is 

not a critical stage under either test." Op., 23. In support, the 

court cites State v. Turpin, 190 Wn. App. 815, 821-22, 360 P.3d 

965 (2015). But Turpin does not support this broad proposition. 

The issue in Turpin was not whether administrative 

dismissal of an ill juror deprived the defendant of his 

fundamental rights to be present and meaningfully represented 

by counsel at all critical stages of trial. Turpin addressed only 

whether the juror's dismissal violated Turpin's public trial 

right. "An opinion is not authority for what is not mentioned 

therein and what does not appear to have been suggested to the 

court by which the opinion was rendered." In re Pers. Restraint 

of Stockwell, 179 Wn.2d 588,600,316 P.3d 1007 (2014); see 

also, State v. Granath, 200 Wn. App. 26, 35, 401 P.3d 405 

(2017) ("An appellate court opinion that does not discuss a 

legal theory does not control a future case in which counsel 
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properly raises that legal theory"), aff d, 190 Wn.2d 548, 415 

P.3d 1179 (2018). 

Still, the Court of Appeals points to Turpin's reasoning 

that "[t]he court's broad discretion to administer the process of 

dealing with an ill juror necessarily includes making 

contemporaneous decisions about whether to exclude that 

juror." 190 Wn. App. at 822. But even Turpin correctly 

recognizes that purely ministerial or administrative decisions 

are those which do not involve the resolution of disputed facts. 

190 Wn. App. at 825 n. 33 (citing State v. Sadler, 147 Wn. 

App. 97, 114, 193 P.3d 1108 (2008)). Turpin did not object to 

the sick juror's excusal or to the replacement with an alternate 

juror. 190 Wn. App. at 818. Thus, there were no disputed facts 

to resolve in that case. In contrast, here Booth objected to the 

juror's dismissal and disputed whether the juror was so ill he 

could not continue serving. RP 743-47. Compare State v. 

Jorden, 103 Wn. App. 221, 11 P.3d 866 (2000) (hearing held on 

disputed question of whether juror was sleeping before trial 
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court's removal of juror for unfitness), rev. denied, 143 Wn.2d 

1015, 22 P.3d 803 (2001). 

Had the trial court informed the parties of the juror's 

condition, there is a reasonable possibility that defense counsel 

would have advocated for a more in depth analysis of the juror's 

condition and ability to continue serving, as he unsuccessfully 

attempted to do after the fact. See RP 745-47. Defense counsel 

could have inquired into when the juror became ill, what they 

believed was the cause, and whether the juror could have 

continued serving. Based on these responses, defense counsel 

could also have requested a shmi continuance to allow the juror 

to get well and continue serving. Instead, the trial court's 

exclusion of Booth's input before dismissing the juror, hamstrung 

both counsel and Booth from making a fully informed decision as 

to how to best proceed. The dismissed juror -- like Booth -- was 

a person of color and could very well have deliberated on 

Booth's guilt given that the alternate was to be randomly 
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selected. RP 12, 406-07, 414, 443-45. Review is appropriate 

under RAP 13.4(b)(2), (3), and (4). 

3. This Court's guidance is necessary to resolve a 
conflict among Court of Appeals' decisions as to 
whether the legislature intended no-contact 
order violations to merge. 

Washington courts apply a three-part test for determining 

whether the legislature intended multiple punishments in 

particular situation. State v. Kier, 164 Wn.2d 798, 804, 194 

P.3d 212 (2008). First, courts consider explicit or implicit 

legislative intent based on the criminal statutes involved. Id. 

Second, if the legislative intent is unclear, courts may tum to 

the "same evidence" test, articulated in Block.burger v. United 

States, 284 U.S. 299, 304, 52 S. Ct. 180, 76 L. Ed. 306 (1932), 

which asks if the crimes are the same in law and in fact. Kier, 

164 Wn.2d at 804. Third, if applicable, the merger doctrine is a 

rule of statutory construction that may help determine 

legislative intent. Id. 
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The merger doctrine applies "when a crime is elevated to 

a higher degree by proof of another crime proscribed elsewhere 

in the criminal code." State v. Parmelee, 108 Wn. App. 702, 

710, 32 P.3d 1029 (2001). Put another way, "when the degree 

of one offense is raised by conduct separately criminalized by 

the legislature, [courts] presume the legislature intended to 

punish both offenses through a greater sentence for the greater 

crime." State v. Freeman, 153 Wn.2d 765, 772-73, 108 P.3d 

753 (2005). 

Violation of a no-contact order is defined in RCW 

26.50.110. It is usually a gross misdemeanor, but is elevated to a 

felony if one of two circumstances are present. RCW 

26.50.110(1). As relevant here, if the violation involves assaultive 

conduct, specifically ( 1) " [ a ]ny assault ... that does not amount 

to assault in the first or second degree under RCW 9A.36.011 or 

9A.36.021," or (2) "any conduct ... that is reckless and creates a 

substantial risk of death or serious physical injury to another 
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person." RCW 26.50.110(4). Booth was charged and convicted 

under this latter subsection. CP 1-12, 84. 

Attempting to elude a pursuing police vehicle is separately 

criminalized in RCW 46.61.024. It carries a lower seriousness 

level than a domestic violence court order violation and has a 

lower standard range sentence. RCW 9.94A.510 (sentencing 

grid); RCW 9.94A.515 (seriousness levels). FVNCO is therefore 

a greater offense than attempting to elude. 

To convict for FVNCO, the State needed to prove an 

assault not amounting to first or second degree, or reckless 

conduct that created a substantial risk of death or serious physical 

injury. RCW 26.50.110(4). The State did so by proving, in part, 

that Booth "drove his vehicle in a reckless manner." CP 93. In 

closing argument, the State relied on this single, ongoing act to 

prove both attempting to elude and FVNCO. RP 913,937. 

The Court of Appeals likewise properly concluded that 

Booth's reckless driving supported his convictions for both 

offenses. Op., 29. However, the court rejected Booth's argument 
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that the merger doctrine required dismissal of his attempting to 

elude conviction. Op., 30-32. But there is conflict among court 

of appeals' decision as to whether no-contact order violations 

merge, warranting this Court's review under RAP 13.4(b)(2) and 

(b )(3), because merger implicates double jeopardy. 

In Parmelee, Division One held protective order 

violations under RCW 26.50.110 merged into stalking when 

they elevated stalking to a felony, separately criminalized under 

RCW 9A.46.110. 108 Wn. App. at 710-11. Parmelee was 

convicted of one count of felony stalking and three counts of 

gross misdemeanor protective order violations. Id. at 708. The 

court concluded "two of Parmelee's three convictions for 

protection order violations merge into the felony stalking 

conviction because the State was required to prove facts to 

support at least two of the protection order violation convictions 

in order to establish facts sufficient for a felony stalking 

conviction under RCW 9A.46.110(5)(b)." Id. at 711. 
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Division One reached the same conclusion in State v. 

Whittaker, 192 Wn. App. 395, 367 P.3d 1092 (2016). 

Whittaker was convicted of felony stalking and FVNCO. Id. at 

400-01. Like Parmelee, Whittaker's stalking conviction was 

elevated to a felony because he violated a no-contact order. Id. 

at 411. Though Whittaker violated the no-contact order multiple 

times, the verdict was ambiguous as to which violation the jury 

relied on to convict him of stalking. Id. at 415-16. It was 

possible, then, that the jury relied on the same no-contact order 

violation to convict Whittaker of both offenses. Id. Under the 

rule of lenity, the FVNCO conviction merged into the stalking 

conviction. Id. at 416. 

By contrast, Division One in Moreno rejected a double 

jeopardy challenge to Moreno's FVNCO and third degree 

assault convictions, applying the legislative intent and 

Blockburger tests, but not addressing merger. The Moreno 

court concluded "the separation of the crimes in the statutes" 

indicated the legislature's intent to punish third degree assault 
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and FNVCO separately. 132 Wn. App. at 669-70. This, of 

course, conflicts with the premise of the merger doctrine that 

"when the degree of one offense is raised by conduct separately 

criminalized by the legislature, [courts] presume the legislature 

intended to punish both offenses through a greater sentence for 

the greater crime." Freeman, 153 Wn.2d at 772-73. 

The Moreno court also noted VNCO carries a greater 

seriousness level than third degree assault in concluding the 

legislature intended to punish the crimes separately. 132 Wn. 

App. at 671. But, again, this conflicts with the merger analysis. 

The Freeman court held first degree assault does not merge into 

first degree robbery because it carries a greater sentence, but 

second degree assault does because it carries a lesser sentence. 

153 Wn.2d at 775-76. This Court noted, "[w]hile this is not 

necessarily dispositive, it does weigh upon our analysis." Id. at 

776. 

Finally, the Moreno court emphasized RCW 26.50.210 

specifies "[a]ny proceeding under [the Domestic Violence 
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Protection Act] is in addition to other civil or criminal 

remedies." Moreno, 132 Wn. App. at 669. Under the first prong 

of the double jeopardy test, the court held this language 

"evidences legislative intent to treat separately punishment 

under RCW 26.50.110(4) from that under RCW 9A.36.031." 

Id. 

Division Three followed the reasonmg of Moreno. In 

State v. Novikoff, 1 Wn. App. 2d 166, 170, 404 P.3d 513 

(2017), the court emphasized "RCW 26.50.210 expressly 

provided that remedies under chapter 26.50 RCW were 'in 

addition to other civil or criminal remedies.'" The Novikoff 

court therefore concluded fourth degree assault did not merge 

into FVNCO "because the legislature intended to punish them 

separately." Id. at 173. 

Moreno and Novikoff cannot be squared with Parmelee 

and Whittaker-the court of appeals currently merges no

contact order violations into felony stalking, but does not merge 

assaults into felony no-contact order violations. The Court of 
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Appeals in Booth's case did not grapple with this conflict, 

holding only that, "[t]here is no inherent contradiction here, 

however. As noted above, merger analysis is necessarily 

comparative, looking at two offense in relation to one another." 

Op., 32. 

Notably, however, the legislature did not define 

"remedies" in RCW 26.50.210. By contrast, the burglary anti

merger statute specifies a person "may be punished" for the 

burglary as well as each crime committed in the course of the 

burglary. RCW 9A.52.050. The malicious harassment anti

merger statute likewise provides a person "may be punished" 

for other crimes committed during the malicious harassment. 

RCW 9A.36.080 (5). 

These latter provisions show the legislature knows how 

to write an anti-merger statute: "The burglary antimerger statute 

by its plain terms applies to the present punishment and 

prosecution of offenses." State v. Williams, 181 Wn.2d 795, 

336 P.3d 1152 (2014) (emphasis in original). RCW 26.50.210 
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does not use the same clear language regarding punishment and 

should not be characterized as such. RCW 26.50.210 is, at best, 

ambiguous as to whether the legislature intended FNVCO and 

the underlying assault to merge. The Court of Appeals 

recognized as much. Op., 30-31. Under the rule of lenity, an 

ambiguous statute must be resolved in the defendant's favor. 

State v. Jacobs, 154 Wn.2d 596, 601, 115 P.3d 281 (2005). 

The divergent line of cases discussed here necessitates 

clarification from this Court: Do convictions for no-contact 

order violations merge or not? Booth asks that this Court grant 

review to resolve this question. Review is appropriate under 

RAP 13.4(b )(2), (3), ( 4). 

E. CONCLUSION 

Booth respectfully asks this Court to grant review and 

reverse his convictions. 

I certify that this document contains 4,987 words, 
excluding those portions exempt under RAP 18.17. 

DATED this 4th day of January, 2023 
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PUBLISHED OPINION 

SMITH, A.C.J. - Julius Booth led the police in a half-hour long, high-speed 

pursuit while his partner, who had a no-contact order against Booth, and two 

children were in the car. He was convicted of attempting to elude a police officer 

and felony violation of a no-contact order. He contends on appeal that the 

Washington Constitution's article I, sections 21 and 22 create a right to the use of 

peremptory strikes during jury selection that was violated when the trial court 

erroneously denied his motion to dismiss a potential juror for cause. He also 

asserts that the trial court's ex parte dismissal of a seated juror who was ill 

violated his rights to be present at critical stages of trial and have counsel at 

critical stages of trial. He finally argues that his two convictions should merge 

because they were based on the same act. 

Concluding that there is no right to peremptory strikes in criminal trials 

under the Washington Constitution, that the dismissal of the ill juror was an 
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administrative matter rather than a critical stage, and that the relevant statutes 

indicate the legislature's intent to punish Booth's offenses separately, we affirm. 

FACTS 

Events leading to Arrest 

Julius Booth, his girlfriend Jorden Gaytan-Roybal, and her two children, of 

whom Booth is the father of one, were living in their car in December 2020. 

Though they lived together, Booth was prohibited from contacting Gaytan-Roybal 

by a no contact order. One afternoon, one of the children vomited in the car, 

leading Booth and Gaytan-Roybal to argue. 

A King County Sheriff detective, Koby Hamill, happened to pass by. He 

testified at trial that Gaytan-Roybal appeared "visibly upset," was slamming her 

hand against the side of the car, and was repeatedly screaming "[g]ive me my 

baby." Hamill stated that Booth angrily exited the car, approached Gaytan

Roybal, and demanded she get back in the vehicle. Hamill testified that Booth 

forced Gaytan-Roybal toward the car with his body as she resisted, eventually 

pushing her inside. In her testimony at trial, Gaytan-Roybal denied that Booth 

used force. 

With Gaytan-Roybal in the car and Hamill following, Booth began to drive, 

eventually getting on Interstate 5. Booth's driving was jerky and erratic, leading 

Hamill to believe there was "some activity taking place in the car." Hamill called 

for other officers to assist, and they arrived with their emergency lights activated. 

While they were attempting to pull Booth over, he instead crossed "all the way 

over" the highway and accelerated away. 

2 
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The chase lasted for nearly half an hour. The officers pursued Booth and 

called for the assistance of Guardian One, a police helicopter. Booth, travelling 

faster than the cars around him, repeatedly crossed from one side of the highway 

to another. When he and his pursuers hit traffic, Booth drove on the shoulder of 

the highway. After some time, he aggressively crossed traffic and exited onto 

South 320th Street, near Auburn. Booth drove through at least one red light, 

temporarily losing his pursuers. Officers discovered him again at South 342nd 

Street, at which point Booth turned into oncoming traffic for a short time. 

Travelling at speeds between 60 and 87 miles per hour, Booth continued on, 

barreling through red lights. The pursuit continued onto Pacific Highway, where 

officers attempted to use "stop sticks"1 to flatten tires of Booth's car, which failed 

when he veered into a parking lot to avoid them. Booth eventually reentered the 

interstate, this time heading south in the northbound lanes. The chase ended 

when the police successfully stopped his car with a "pit maneuver," striking the 

back corner of the vehicle with one of their own to cause it to rotate and stop. 

Booth was arrested and charged with first degree kidnapping, felony 

violation of a no contact order (FVNCO), and attempting to elude a police vehicle. 

The matter eventually went to trial. 

Jury Selection and Challenges to Prospective Juror No. 4 

Before the parties spoke directly with prospective jurors, the court sent out 

and received answers to a questionnaire. A number of answers from 

1 "Stop sticks" are devices with hollow spikes that insert into a vehicle's 
tires, flattening them and slowing the vehicle. 

3 
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Prospective Juror No. 4 indicated to the court and the parties that she might be 

biased. When asked whether she, a relative, or a close friend had been the 

victim of some form of domestic violence, she disclosed that a close friend had 

hit his pregnant wife. When asked whether she had religious or philosophical 

views preventing her from remaining impartial in the case, she answered "[y]es." 

Asked to explain, she wrote: "If it's domestic violence or the kidnapping is of a 

child it might be hard to be impartial." When asked whether she could follow the 

law regardless of what she personally believed the law should be, she denied 

that she could. Asked to elaborate, she wrote, "[n]ot sure." Finally, in response 

to the question "[c]an you be a fair and impartial juror to both parties in this case," 

she responded "[n]o." Her explanation of her asserted partiality was again terse: 

"[n]ot sure." 

The parties had the opportunity to question the jurors about their answers 

to the questionnaire during voir dire. At the prosecutor's urging, Prospective 

Juror No. 4 expanded on her experience with domestic violence: a good friend of 

her husband had assaulted his wife and, though the incident did not lead to 

criminal charges, it did result in the end of the friendship. This inspired the 

following exchange: 

[PROSECUTOR]: ... Is there anything about that particular 
experience that causes you to be concerned about being a fair, 
impartial juror in this case? 

PROSPECTIVE JUROR [NO. 4]: Well, 1-1 suppose I can't 
really answer that question for you. I mean, yeah. Would it-would 
it make me think twice about-yeah. Certainly would. 

4 
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The prosecutor then moved on to another prospective juror.2 

After the potential jurors had been temporarily released, Booth's attorney 

challenged Prospective Juror No. 4 for cause because "[s]he seemed reluctant to 

affirm that ... it wouldn't be a problem [to be fair]. . . . [A]nd just her demeanor 

when she was describing it." The trial court denied the challenge. Booth used 

his first peremptory on Prospective Juror No. 4. 

Excusal of Seated Jurors and Verdict 

By the close of jury selection, the court and counsel had chosen 14 jurors, 

two of whom were to be randomly selected as alternates and dismissed at the 

end of trial. Opening statements were heard on May 27, 2021. On June 1, the 

second full day of trial, the court heard from Juror 14 that she had fallen and 

needed medical attention. She was dismissed after the court checked with 

counsel off-record to ensure they had no objection. 

The court opened the third day's proceedings by informing counsel that he 

had excused a second juror who had called in sick. Juror 13 had reached out to 

the bailiff early in the morning, feeling ill but hoping his symptoms would resolve 

after he took a shower. Following up later in the morning, he reported that they 

had not. He did not believe the sickness was COVID-19.3 The court then made 

2 Prospective Juror No. 4 was asked just one more question during voir 
dire, related to a hypothetical by Booth's attorney asking how to best deal with 
accusations of conflict among children and how to approach proof in that context. 
This response was not the subject of the defense's eventual for cause challenge. 

3 COVID-19 is the World Health Organization's official name for 
"coronavirus disease 2019," a severe, highly contagious respiratory illness that 
quickly spread throughout the world after being discovered in December 2019. 
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the decision, without first consulting counsel, to excuse Juror 13.4 It expressed 

to counsel that because their buffer of alternate jurors had dissolved, it hoped to 

finish testimony that day. 

Booth's attorney objected, arguing that because trial was otherwise ahead 

of schedule, he believed they could wait to see if Juror 13's symptoms resolved. 

He reasoned: "I ... want to make sure that the jury we picked ... is the jury for 

... Mr. Booth's case .... I want that juror. He's-he's also a person of color. My 

client's a person of color." The court noted the objection, but emphasized that 

"for all the reasons I previously stated, unfortunately, Juror 13 was excused." 

Trial proceeded to verdict. The jury found Booth not guilty of the 

kidnapping charges, but found him guilty of FVNCO and attempting to elude a 

police officer. 

Booth appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

Dismissal of Prospective Juror No. 4 

Booth first attempts to challenge the trial court's denial of his motion to 

strike a prospective juror for cause. He contends that the denial was erroneous, 

required him to use a peremptory challenge to keep the juror off the case, and 

therefore violated a right to the use of peremptory strikes during criminal jury 

selection arising under either Washington Constitution article I, section 21 alone 

or in conjunction with Washington Constitution article, I section 22. This court 

4 The court stated at trial, "it's a humanitarian thing to do ... [and] in the 
abundance of caution, I didn't want him to get other people sick, even if it's not 
COVID[-19]." 
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has already determined that article I, section 22 does not, on its own, provide 

greater protections than its federal counterpart, the Sixth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution. State v. Munzanreder, 199 Wn. App. 162, 398 P.3d 

1160 (2017).5 And Booth's attempts to locate a constitutional protection of 

peremptory strikes in either article I, section 21, concerning which proceedings 

require trial by jury, or some combination of the two articles are unconvincing. 

We hold that those provisions do not create a right to the use of peremptory 

challenges in criminal jury selection. 

The Sixth Amendment and article I, section 22 of the Washington 

Constitution both guarantee criminal defendants the right to trial by an "impartial 

jury." U.S. CONST. amend VI; WASH. CONST. art. I,§ 22. There are two means by 

which parties may seek to exclude a prospective juror from being seated on the 

final jury in furtherance of this right: for clause challenges and peremptory 

challenges. RCW 4.44.130. For cause challenges are made by a party seeking 

to exclude a potential juror on the basis that they are unable to serve due to bias 

or incapacity. RCW 4.44.150-.190. To exclude a potential juror for bias, the 

court "must be satisfied, from all the circumstances, that the juror cannot 

disregard [their bias] and try the issue impartially." RCW 4.44.190. The due 

5 Munzanreder responded to arguments made by an appellant who 
"repeatedly conflate[d] the two constitutional provision," and its own Gunwall 
analysis incorporates references to both. 199 Wn. App. at 172-74. Its holding, 
however, is limited to article I, section 22. Munzanreder, 199 Wn. App. at 174 
("[A]rticle I, section 22's right to an impartial jury does not provide any more 
protection than the Sixth Amendment."). We therefore cannot rely purely on 
Munzenreder's holding in the case before us, and proceed to analyze whether 
article I, section 21 alone, or in combination with article I, section 22, protects 
peremptory challenges. 

7 
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process clauses of the United States Constitution protect the use of for cause 

challenges. State v. Latham, 100 Wn.2d 59, 66, 667 P.2d 56, 60 (1983) (" 'Due 

process means a jury capable and willing to decide the case solely on the 

evidence before it.'" (quoting Smith v. Phillips, 455 U.S. 209, 217, 102 S. Ct. 

940, 71 L. Ed. 2d 78 (1982))). 

In contrast, "[a] peremptory challenge is an objection to a juror for which 

no reason need be given, but upon which the court shall exclude the juror." 

RCW 4.44.140. Unlike for cause challenges, peremptory challenges are limited 

in number. RCW 4.44.130 (providing three peremptory challenges to each side); 

CrR 6.4. They may not be used to exclude potential jurors on the basis of race 

or ethnicity. Batson v. Kentucky, 4 76 U.S. 79, 91, 106 S. Ct. 1712, 90 L. Ed. 2d 

69 (1986) (Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution limits use of 

peremptory challenges); State v. Jefferson, 192 Wn.2d 255, 241-42, 429 P .3d 

467 (2018) (altering United States Supreme Court's Batson framework to be 

more protective); GR 37 (providing still greater protections by court rule). 

The interplay between the two types of challenge has changed over the 

years. Washington case law formerly held that a court's erroneous denial of a for 

cause challenge that necessitated the use of one of the defendant's peremptory 

challenges to keep a biased individual off the jury could be considered on appeal 

so long as the defendant exhausted their peremptory challenges. State v. 

Parnell, 77 Wn.2d 503,508,463 P.2d 134 (1969). This changed in the wake of 

the United States Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Martinez-Salazar, 

in which the Court held that the Sixth Amendment does not create a right to 

8 
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peremptory challenges. 528 U.S. 304, 311-13, 120 S. Ct. 774, 145 L. Ed. 2d 792 

(2000). The Court reasoned that the principal purpose of peremptory challenges 

is "to help secure the constitutional guarantee of trial by an impartial jury." 

Martinez-Salazar, 528 U.S. at 316. Therefore, "a defendant's exercise of 

peremptory challenges ... is not denied or impaired when the defendant 

chooses to use a peremptory challenge to remove a juror who should have been 

excused for cause." Martinez-Salazar, 528 U.S. at 317. Instead, only when a 

biased juror sits on the final jury is the constitutional guarantee of an impartial 

jury implicated and appealable. Martinez-Salazar, 528 U.S. at 316-17. Our state 

Supreme Court adopted this holding and reasoning in State v. Fire, 145 Wn.2d 

152, 165, 34 P.3d 1218 (2001). The court did not undertake an analysis to 

determine whether the state constitution might protect a right to peremptory 

challenges, though it did dismiss the idea in passing. Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 164.6 

This conception of jury selection, shared by the United States and 

Washington Supreme Courts, understands for cause challenges as the primary 

6 Booth asserts that Fire's precedential value is limited because its lead 
opinion was a plurality opinion, but this is incorrect. The lead opinion was written 
by Justice Bridge and signed by Justices Alexander, Smith, Ireland, and Owens. 
Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 165. Justice Alexander, in addition to signing Justice Bridge's 
opinion, also wrote separately in concurrence, agreeing that Martinez-Salazar's 
reasoning should be adopted. Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 168. Four justices dissented. 
Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 178. 

Fire has also been recently relied on by the Washington Supreme Court in 
more than one decision. See, e.g., State v. Yates, 161 Wn.2d 714, 747, 168 
P .3d 359 (2007), abrogated on other grounds by State v. Gregory, 192 Wn.2d 1, 
427 P.3d 621 (2018); State v. Schierman, 192 Wn.2d 577,632,438 P.3d 1063 
(2018). 
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guarantor of a party's right to an impartial jury. It conceives of peremptory 

challenges as an aid to the goal of impartiality, enabling parties to correct the 

court's errors during the jury selection process itself rather than by appeal and 

retrial. It does not see peremptory challenges as an end in themselves, 

protected as a right. The right at issue remains the right to an impartial jury. 

Booth disagrees, and contends that the Washington Constitution supports 

his position. To succeed in this argument and have his verdict reversed, he must 

show not only that one of his challenges for cause was erroneously denied but 

also that the Washington Constitution includes a specific right to peremptory 

challenges, rather than a more general right to an impartial jury. 

Propriety of the For Cause Challenge 

First, we conclude that the trial court erred in denying Booth's for cause 

challenge to Prospective Juror No. 4. 

The circumstances in which a potential juror should be struck for cause 

are prescribed by statute. Among various disqualifying reasons is "actual bias": 

"the existence of a state of mind on the part of the juror in reference to the action, 

or to either party, which satisfies the court that the challenged person cannot try 

the issue impartially and without prejudice to the substantial rights of the party 

challenging." RCW 4.44.170(2) (applicable in criminal trials via CrR 6.4 ). If a 

potential juror appears to hold an opinion constituting actual bias, "such opinion 

shall not of itself be sufficient to sustain the challenge, but the court must be 

satisfied, from all the circumstances, that the juror cannot disregard such opinion 

and try the issue impartially." RCW 4.44.190. 

10 
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Potential jurors are sometimes less than clear, equivocating in response to 

the questions they are asked as part of the voir dire process. "[E]quivocal 

answers alone do not require a juror to be removed when challenged for cause, 

rather, the question is whether a juror with preconceived ideas can set them 

aside." State v. Noltie, 116 Wn.2d 831,839,809 P.2d 190 (1991). Where an 

answer is not equivocal, courts presume actual bias is present if they hear "a 

'statement of partiality without a subsequent assurance of impartiality.'" State v. 

Guevara Diaz, 11 Wn. App. 2d 843, 855, 456 P.3d 869 (2020) (quoting Miller v. 

Webb, 385 F.3d 666, 674 (6th Cir. 2004)). Where actual bias is present, the trial 

court is required to excuse that potential juror. RCW 2.36.11 O; CrR 6.4(c)(1 ). 

Because the trial court is in the position observe a potential juror's 

demeanor and otherwise make judgments about their ability to be impartial, the 

Court of Appeals review a trial court's decision not to dismiss a prospective juror 

for abuse of discretion. Noltie, 116 Wn.2d at 839-40. "A court necessarily 

abuses its discretion if its decision is based on an erroneous view of the law." In 

re Marriage of Scanlon and Witrak, 109 Wn. App. 167, 174-75, 34 P.3d 877 

(2001 ). 

Here, Prospective Juror No. 4's statements were not equivocal. In her 

sworn responses to the jury questionnaire she said that "it might be hard to be 

impartial," denied that she could follow the law, and explicitly said "no" when 

asked whether she could be a fair and impartial juror. Questioning during voir 

dire did not rebut or soften these statements of partiality. Instead, when asked 

whether she had "concerns" about being impartial, she replied: "Well, 1-1 

11 
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suppose I can't really answer that question for you. / mean, yeah. Would it

would it make me think twice about-yeah. Certainly would." (Emphasis added.) 

These are not equivocal statements. Further questioning may have 

elicited indications of impartiality, but no such questioning occurred, and no such 

indication exists from Prospective Juror No. 4. The Court of Appeals defers to 

the trial court's immediacy of experience with prospective jurors, but no nuance 

of inflection or demeanor can overwhelm the explicit meaning of this prospective 

juror's answers. In light of Guevera Diaz's presumption of actual bias where 

there is a statement of partiality without a subsequent assurance of impartiality, 

the trial court erred by not dismissing Prospective Juror No. 4 for cause. 

At oral argument, the State argued that Prospective Juror No. 4's most 

direct statements of lack of impartiality-her questionnaire responses-were not 

as unequivocal as we read them to be. It asserted that the juror questionnaire 

allowed only "yes" or "no" answers to questions about bias-a fact not in the 

record, though supported by some of the explanatory responses given by 

potential jurors. It contended that Prospective Juror No. 4's "not sure" responses 

were meant to indicate not that she was unsure why she was biased, but were 

instead meant to supplant the "no[s]" she had provided. 

In light of her clear statements of bias, however, we cannot read the 

questionnaire responses in this manner. It would be one thing if Prospective 

Juror No. 4 had clarified that she wrote "not sure" because the previous question 

limited her responses and forced a stronger statement than she actually 

intended. But in the absence of that sort of clear repudiation of a previous 
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answer, the answers themselves are unambiguous and subject to the usual 

process for rebutting the presumption of actual bias that arises as a result: further 

questioning. Furthermore, only two of Prospective Juror No. 4's clarifying 

responses were "not sure." When asked to explain the philosophical or religious 

beliefs she held that would prevent her from being impartial, she responded: "If 

it's domestic violence or the kidnapping is of a child it might be hard to be 

impartial." The State's argument does not address this answer. 

State Constitutional Protection of Peremptory Challenges 

Even though his for cause challenge was denied in error, Booth's use of a 

peremptory strike on Prospective Juror No. 4 ensured that no biased juror sat on 

the final jury. The question becomes whether article I, sections 21 and 22 of the 

Washington Constitution protect the use of peremptory challenges when 

selecting a jury in criminal proceedings. We conclude that they do not. 

Booth contends that article I, section 21 of the Washington Constitution, 

alone or in some combination with article I, section 22, grants a right to 

peremptory challenges, meaning that the trial court's erroneous denial of his for 

cause challenge led to the deprivation of a substantial right. We review 

constitutional issues de novo. State v. Jorgenson, 179 Wn.2d 145, 150, 312 

P.3d 960 (2013). Generally, 

[t]he following nonexclusive neutral criteria are relevant in 
determining whether, in a given situation, the Washington State 
Constitution should be considered as extending broader rights to its 
citizens than the United States Constitution: (1) the textual 
language; (2) differences in the [constitutional] texts; 
(3) constitutional [and common law] history; (4) preexisting state 
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law; (5) structural differences; and (6) matters of particular state or 
local concern. 

State v. Gunwall, 106 Wn.2d 54, 58, 720 P.2d 808 (1986). 

Here, any traditional Gunwall analysis is complicated by Booth's 

invocation of not just one provision, but also two in combination. We begin by 

looking at the first, article I, section 21 alone. It reads in full: 

The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate, but the legislature 
may provide for a jury of any number less than twelve in courts not 
of record, and for a verdict by nine or more jurors in civil cases in 
any court of record, and for waiving of the jury in civil cases where 
the consent of the parties interested is given thereto. 

It does not have a federal analogue. State v. Smith, 150 Wn.2d 135, 151, 75 

P.3d 934 (2003). It therefore cannot, on its own, be easily subject to a traditional 

Gunwall analysis; it does not stand in contrast or comparison to any particular 

federal constitutional provision.7 This does not mean that there are no principles 

by which to judge the scope of the rights it creates, or that the Gunwall 

framework is not helpful. Textual and structural analyses are still called for. And 

courts interpreting article I, section 21 have traditionally looked to its primary 

purpose: to preserve the "right to a trial by jury as it existed at the time of the 

adoption of the [Washington] constitution." Smith, 150 Wn.2d at 150-51. Since 

this inquiry aligns with the third and fourth Gunwall factors-constitutional history 

7 Similar rights may, of course, exist in the federal constitution 
nonetheless, albeit to different degrees and from different sources. From, for 
instance, those rights guaranteed by the Seventh Amendment of the United 
States Constitution, which, much like article I, section 21, incorporates portions of 
the common law into the Constitution: "In suits at common law, where the value 
in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be 
preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any court 
of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law." U.S. 
CONST. amend. VII. 
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and preexisting state law-we therefore proceed guided in large part by the 

interpretive framework set out in that case. 

Textual and structural analyses: Booth relies on the first clause of article I, 

section 21, and particularly the word "inviolate," to argue that it functions as a 

general source of protection for all aspects of the right to a jury trial, including the 

selection process. When the first clause of the provision is examined in isolation, 

this may be a plausible reading. But when read together with the remainder of 

article I, section 21, which lists exceptions to the first clause's mandate,8 it takes 

on a different hue. The provision instead appears far more concerned with 

whether the right to a jury is afforded in any particular type of proceeding. It does 

not speak directly to the process of jury selection.9 

This impression is strengthened by comparison with article I, section 22, 

the second provision upon which Booth relies. It reads in relevant part: "In 

criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right ... to have a speedy 

public trial by an impartial jury of the county in which the offense is charged to 

have been committed." WASH. CONST. art. I,§ 22. It has a federal analogue, the 

8 "The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate, but the legislature may 
provide for a jury of any number less than twelve in courts not of record, and for a 
verdict by nine or more jurors in civil cases in any court of record, and for waiving 
of the Jury in civil cases where the consent of the parties interested is given 
thereto." WASH. CONST. art. I,§ 21 (emphasis added). 

9 Booth cites Alexson v. Pierce County, 186 Wn. 188, 193, 57 P.2d 318 
(1936) as authority to demonstrate that article I, section 21 "encompasses a right 
to an 'unbiased and unprejudiced' jury." That case, not citing to any 
constitutional provision, merely said that "ft]he right to trial by jury includes the 
right to an unbiased and unprejudiced jury." Alexson, 186 Wn. at 193. This 
vague holding does not support Booth's proposition. 
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Sixth Amendment, 10 and the protections they grant are coextensive. State v. 

Rivera, 108 Wn. App. 645, 648 n.2, 32 P.3d 292 (2001) (footnote analyzing 

section 22 and concluding no greater right exists because there is no significant 

difference in the text and Washington courts have "always relied heavily on 

federal interpretations of the right to an impartial jury"); Munzanreder, 199 Wn. 

App. at 172-73 (looking primarily to section 22 with occasional reference to 

section 21 and concluding no greater right exists). Martinez-Salazar, the federal 

case declining to find a right to peremptory challenges, relied on the Sixth 

Amendment. 528 U.S. at 311-14. 

Read together, a division of responsibilities emerges. It appears that 

article I, section 21 governs under what circumstances a litigant is afforded the 

right to a jury trial while article I, section 22 governs matters having to do with 

selection of impartial jurors in a criminal case. In criminal proceedings, at least, 

the two serve complementary roles, and to incorporate article I, section 22's 

protections into article I, section 21 would be to interpret the former as mere 

surplus to the latter. As a result, the text and structure of our state constitution 

strongly oppose Booth's reading of article I, sections 21 and 22, whether the 

provisions are considered alone or together. 

Constitutional and common law history: The drafting history of article I, 

section 21 is sparse and largely unhelpful as a guide to the provision's 

10 Which reads in relevant part: "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused 
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state 
and district wherein the crime shall have been committed." U.S. CONST. amend 
VI. 
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application. Discussion of the section at Washington's constitutional convention 

was limited to two objections, neither sustained. THE JOURNAL OF THE 

WASHINGTON STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION 1889, at 510 (Beverly Paulik 

Rosenow editor1999). The first sought to require jury unanimity. THE JOURNAL at 

510. The second opposed the language "nine or more jurors" as ambiguous, 

proposing instead "nine out of twelve jurors." THE JOURNAL at 510. The leading 

treatise notes only that "[i]n creating this provision, the convention borrowed from 

the Oregon, California, and Nevada constitutions" and from a delegate's 

proposed constitution. Robert F. Utter & Hugh D. Spitzer, THE WASHINGTON 

STATE CONSTITUTION 46-47 (2d ed. 2013). 

Preexisting state law: Though the constitutional drafting process is not 

illuminating, case law is instructive as to the traditional scope of this right. See 

Grant County Fire Prot. Dist. No. 5 v. City of Moses Lake, 150 Wn.2d 791, 809, 

83 P .3d 419 (2004) ( considering post-ratification history of analysis of the 

Washington constitutional provision at issue). Courts have invoked article I, 

section 21 when: (1) guaranteeing trial by jury for offenses tried in municipal 

court; 11 (2) finding the right to a unanimous jury violated when the court did not 

instruct a jury to disregard prior deliberations when an ill juror was replaced by an 

alternate;12 (3) declining to require a jury trial for proceedings under the 

11 City of Pasco v. Mace, 98 Wn.2d 87, 99,653 P.2d 618 (1982) (looking 
to rights preserved under the territorial code but not granted at the time in the 
federal system). 

12 State v. Lamar, 180 Wn.2d 576, 581-83, 327 P.3d 46 (2014). 
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involuntary treatment act, ch. 71.05 RCW; 13 (4) striking down a legislative 

damages cap because it invaded the traditional province of the jury;14 and 

(5) clarifying that no right to a jury trial exists where an action is purely equitable 

in nature.15 This sample is by no means exhaustive, but it captures the spirit of 

the provision, which has most often been applied to determine under what 

circumstances a jury trial, as opposed to a bench trial, is appropriate. It has not 

been applied to regulate the process of jury selection, and Booth does not cite 

any case demonstrating otherwise. 

Booth does, however, point to the existence of peremptory strikes in 

territorial codes preceding the adoption of the Washington Constitution to argue 

that they demonstrate "Washington's commitment to providing peremptory 

challenges." He argues by analogy to City of Pasco v. Mace, in which the 

Washington Supreme Court held that article I, section 21 protects the right to a 

jury trial in cases prosecuting" 'petty offences.'" 98 Wn.2d 87, 99, 653 P.2d 618 

(1982) (quoting Callan v. Wilson, 127 U.S. 540, 8 S. Ct. 1301, 32 L. Ed. 223 

(1888)). There, the court traced the history of jury trials in Washington to 

determine that territorial code entitled criminal defendants to trial by jury for all 

criminal offenses no matter how petty the offense, unlike the state of affairs 

13 Matter of Det. of C.B., 9 Wn. App. 2d 179,183,443 P.3d 811 (2019) 
(finding no sufficiently similar proceedings at the time of the state constitution's 
ratification, and therefore no preserved right). 

14 Sofie v. Fibreboard Corp., 112 Wn.2d 636, 652-59, 771 P.2d 711 
(1989). 

15 Auburn Mech., Inc. v. Lydig Const., Inc., 89 Wn. App. 893, 898, 951 
P.2d 311 (1998). 
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under the federal constitution at the time. Mace, 98 Wn.2d at 99. Booth asserts 

that Washington's right to a jury trial likewise elevates the peremptory strikes of 

the territorial code into a constitutionally protected right. 

But territorial code cannot necessarily be shepherded into constitutionality. 

Because the rest of our analysis understands article I, sections 21 and 22 as 

working in tandem, it is not even clear that this preexisting law is relevant to 

determination of article I, section 21 's scope, as opposed to article I, section 22's. 

Mace concerned the ushering into constitutionality of rights that fall squarely 

within the scope of article I, section 21 's remit: determining what causes of action 

have their factual issues decided by a jury. 98 Wn.2d at 96-101. Here, the code

created right Booth asserts should become constitutional in nature does not so 

clearly fall under that provision. It more closely tracks the protections of article I, 

section 22, concerning jury selection in criminal trials, which we have already 

held does not provide greater protections than its federal analogue. 

Munzanreder, 199 Wn. App. at 172-73. 

Even if the territorial code did directly implicate the rights bundled together 

in article I, section 21, the preexisting law it represents is just one of the Gunwall 

factors. It does not weigh more heavily in our analysis than the division of labor 

between the two constitutional provisions. Our textual and structural analyses, 

as well as the courts' history of interpretation of article I, section 21, tend toward 

understanding matters of jury selection to be governed solely by article I, 

section 22 and due process. 
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We therefore hold that article I, section 21 of the Washington Constitution 

does not create a right to the use of peremptory challenges in the criminal jury 

selection process.16 

The question remains whether the two provisions, when considered 

together, might give rise to a right-the right to peremptory challenges in criminal 

jury selection-that neither individually affords. We conclude that they do not. 

Washington courts have occasionally swept the two provisions, or less 

specific reference to the jury trial right generally, into a single analysis. Where 

they have, they have defined the right at issue more narrowly than the umbrella 

right to a jury trial and looked to see whether the more specifically formulated 

right existed at the time of the Washington Constitution's adoption. See, e.g., 

State v. Clark-El, 196 Wn. App. 614, 621, 384 P.3d 627 (2016) (considering 

whether right to stronger protection than harmless error analysis on appeal 

where an essential jury instruction was not given); State v. Brown, 132 Wn.2d 

529, 595, 940 P.2d 546 (1997) (considering right protecting against "death 

qualifying" potential jurors); Smith, 150 Wn.2d at 156 (considering right to a jury 

trial to consider fact of prior convictions at sentencing). 17 At times, they have 

16 We are not persuaded that the last two Gunwall factors, which focus on 
the differences between state and federal structures and interests, are relevant to 
our analysis in this instance. 

17 Booth relies on Clark-El and Smith in particular to establish that the 
Washington Constitution is more protective of the right to a jury trial than is the 
federal constitution. Both include statements to this effect, discussing both 
provisions together. Clark-El, 196 Wn. App. at 621; Smith, 150 Wn.2d at 151. 
Neither finds that the more specific right at issue exists. Clark-El, 196 Wn. App. 
at 624; Smith, 150 Wn.2d at 156. And regardless, recognition that Washington's 
constitution is more protective of the jury trial right than the federal constitution is 
necessarily correct even without holding the two provisions together create rights 
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also considered the Gunwall factors in their analysis. Brown, 132 Wn.2d at 595-

98. Consideration of this sort of argument does not, therefore, require 

application of a different rule or set of rules than what we already used to guide 

our inquiry above. 

Here, because the separate purposes of article I, sections 21 and 22 

already weighed so heavily in our analysis of the scope of the rights under 

article I, section 21, and because no independent state or constitutional history 

has been provided, our balancing of the factors does not change. Booth 

contends that Parnell and the line of cases it represents, which held peremptory 

strikes to be constitutionally protected in Washington throughout much of the 

twentieth century, should be considered as constitutional history. 77 Wn.2d at 

507. Parnell's influences range from Lord Coke to Chief Justice Marshall, but it 

does not cite to a single constitutional provision, either Washington or federal. 77 

Wn.2d at 503-508. Even if its reasoning were based in the Washington 

constitution, it was overruled by our Supreme Court. Fire, 145 Wn.2d at 165. To 

incorporate it as constitutional history in our analysis would be to disregard that 

overruling, having the curious effect of treating repudiated case law as binding 

simply because it is older than the case that abandoned it. We decline to do so. 

We hold that neither article I, section 21 alone, nor in combination with 

article I, section 22, creates a right to the use of peremptory challenges in 

criminal jury selection. 

than neither individually recognizes. This is because article I, section 22 is 
coextensive with the federal constitution, and article I, section 21, having no 
analogue, is more protective. 
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Discharge of Seated Juror 

Booth next contends that the trial court erred when it excused a seated 

juror who fell ill without conferring with counsel and outside of his own presence. 

He asserts two constitutional rights were violated by this excusal: (1) his right to 

the presence of counsel at any critical stage of the criminal proceeding; and (2) 

his right to himself be present at critical stages. Because Juror 13's ex parte 

dismissal was fundamentally an administrative process, we conclude that the trial 

court did not err. 

The Sixth Amendment and article I, section 22 both guarantee the right to 

counsel "at all critical stages in the litigation." State v. Heddrick, 166 Wn.2d 898, 

909-10, 215 P.3d 201 (2009). A critical stage is one" 'in which a defendant's 

rights may be lost, defenses waived, privileges claimed or waived, or in which the 

outcome of the case is otherwise substantially affected.' " Heddrick, 166 Wn.2d 

at 910 (quoting State v. Agtuca, 12 Wn. App. 402, 404, 529 P.2d 1159 (1974)). 

Denial of counsel at a critical stage is presumptively prejudicial and a ground for 

reversal on appeal. Heddrick, 166 Wn.2d at 910. As a constitutional issue, 

denial of right to counsel at a critical stage is reviewed de nova. 

Criminal defendants also have a fundamental right, derived both from due 

process and the right to confront accusers, to themselves be present "at all 

critical stages of a trial." State v. Irby, 170 Wn.2d 874, 880, 246 P.3d 796 (2011). 

This critical stage analysis asks whether the defendant's " 'presence has a 

relation, reasonably substantial, to the fulness of his opportunity to defend 

against the charge.'" Irby, 170 Wn.2d at 881 (quoting Snyder v. Massachusetts, 
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291 U.S. 97, 105-06, 54 S. Ct. 330, 78 L. Ed. 674 (1934), overruled in part on 

other grounds sub nom. Malloyv. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 84 S. Ct. 1489, 12 L. Ed. 

2d 653 ( 1964 )). 

We hold that a juror's excusal after being seated but before beginning 

deliberation is not a critical stage under either test. We are guided by the similar 

conclusion reached by this court in State v. Turpin, though the court there was 

concerned with a defendant's right to a public trial, not their right to the presence 

of counsel or to be present themselves. 190 Wn. App. 815,821, 360 P.3d 965 

(2015). In Turpin, "the process at issue [was] the administrative process of 

excusing jurors who report as ill while court is not in session." 190 Wn. App. at 

821. Statute and case law both create a "continuous obligation on the trial court 

to excuse any juror who is unfit and unable to perform the duties of a juror." 

State v. Jorden, 103 Wn. App. 221, 227, 11 P.3d 866 (2000) (citing 

RCW 2.36.11018 and CrR 6.519). Pointing to this obligation, Turpin concluded 

that "[t]he court's broad discretion to administer the process of dealing with an ill 

juror necessarily includes making contemporaneous decisions about whether to 

exclude that juror." 190 Wn. App. at 822. The excusal of a juror after jury 

18 "It shall be the duty of a judge to excuse from further jury service any 
juror, who in the opinion of the judge, has manifested unfitness as a juror by 
reason of bias, prejudice, indifference, inattention or any physical or mental 
defect or by reason of conduct or practices incompatible with proper and efficient 
jury service." (Emphasis added.) 

19 "If at any time before submission of the case to the jury a juror is found 
unable to perform the duties the court shall order the juror discharged." 
(Emphases added.) 
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selection but before deliberation, when alternate jurors remained, was an 

administrative matter. 

The same logic applies here. It is the responsibility of the trial court to 

ensure the fitness of the jury. Where it is convinced that a juror is no longer able 

to serve, it may take appropriate action and excuse that juror so long as 

deliberations have not yet begun. 

Additionally, the excusal did not present the opportunity for Booth's rights 

to be impacted, a consideration in both critical stage analyses. The purpose of 

jury selection, as discussed above, is the seating of an impartial jury. Even 

where there is error in a trial court's ruling during voir dire, no appealable issue 

exists absent a showing that a biased juror took part in deliberations. Martinez

Salazar, 528 U.S. at 316-17. By analogy to that body of law, no error occurred 

here. The jurors who ultimately deliberated were unbiased and, as a result, no 

prejudicial structural error occurred. 

The trial court has broad discretion over matters of trial management. 

State v. Dye, 178 Wn.2d 541, 547, 309 P.3d 1192 (2013). It did not abuse that 

discretion.20 

Booth cites State v. Ashcroft, 71 Wn. App. 444, 463, 859 P.2d 60 (1993) 

for the proposition that the decision to replace a juror with an alternate "should 

not be made ... without according the parties an opportunity" to object. 

20 The court did not err legally, but conferring with counsel before excusing 
a juror would have been the best practice. Input from counsel regarding the 
length of witness testimony and other logistical issues could provide assistance 
when assessing whether to dismiss an ill juror or wait to see if they recover. 
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Ashcroft, however, concerned excusal of a juror and replacement with an 

alternate once jury deliberations had begun, a moment in trial that directly 

implicates article I, section 21. 71 Wn. App. at 463; State v. Lamar, 180 Wn.2d 

576, 581-83, 327 P.3d 46 (2014) (finding article I, section 21 was violated where 

jury was not reinstructed when juror was replaced with alternate midway through 

deliberation). Deliberations, likewise, are governed by explicit language in the 

criminal rules. See CrR 6.5 ("If the jury has commenced deliberations prior to 

replacement of an initial juror with an alternate juror, the jury shall be instructed 

to disregard all previous deliberations and begin deliberations anew."). The 

situation here concerns a different stage in proceedings, one in which the jury 

has not yet begun deliberation because the case has not yet been submitted. 

Ashcroft, and other precedent cited by Booth relating to replacement or jurors 

during deliberations, is not controlling. 

Booth also points to precedent holding that communication between the 

court and jurors is a critical stage. As a broad statement, this is true. State v. 

Rice, 110 Wn.2d 577,613, 757 P.2d 889 (1988) (concerning court replaying 

taped confession for deliberating jury in defendant's absence). But as the State 

points out, this rule applies primarily to substantive communications that could 

affect deliberation, not administrative matters. See State v. Yonker, 133 Wn. 

App. 627, 635, 137 P .3d 888 (2006) (bailiff taking lunch orders is not an improper 

communication). 

For these reasons, we conclude that the trial court did not err in its 

decision to exclude Juror 13 after the jury was selected but before deliberations 
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began. When alternate jurors remain, the pre-deliberation, ex parte dismissal of 

a seated juror who has become unable to perform their duties is not a critical 

stage under either a defendant's right to counsel or a defendant's right to be 

present. 

Merger of Charges 

Booth last contends that the two offenses of which he was convicted-

FVNCO and attempting to elude a police officer-are subject to the merger 

doctrine and punishable only by the greater of the two offenses because they are 

based on the same act: his reckless driving. He asserts that the trial court erred 

as a result when it denied his request to vacate his conviction for attempting to 

elude, the lesser of the two offenses. We conclude that the two offenses do not 

merge. 

Due Process and Merger 

The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution and article. I, 

section 9 of the Washington Constitution both prohibit a defendant's being put "in 

jeopardy" twice for the same offense. U.S. CONST. amend. V; WASH. CONST. 

art. I, § 9. Where a defendant is charged with and convicted of two offences 

arising out of the same act or transaction, the two constitutions employ similar 

rules to determine whether double jeopardy is implicated. The federal "same

elements"21 test asks whether "each offense contains an element not contained 

in the other; if not, they are the 'same offence' ... and double jeopardy bars" 

21 See Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.S. 299, 304, 52 S. Ct. 180, 76 
-L. Ed. 306 (1932). 
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punishment for both. United States v. Dixon, 509 U.S. 688, 696, 113 S. Ct. 2849, 

125 L.Ed.2d 556 (1993). The Washington "same evidence" test asks whether 

the two offences are the same in law and in fact. State v. Calle, 125 Wn.2d 769, 

777,888 P.2d 155 (1995). Thus, "if there is an element in each offense which is 

not included in the other, and proof of one offense would not necessarily also 

prove the other," double jeopardy does not prohibit punishment for both. State v. 

Vladovic, 99 Wn.2d 413,423, 662 P.2d 853 (1983) (emphasis added). 

The question of whether a defendant may be punished twice for the same 

act does not end with constitutional analysis, however. Double punishment for 

the same act also requires that the legislature intended that both offenses be 

separately punishable. In re Pers. Restraint of Burchfield, 111 Wn. App. 892, 

895, 46 P .3d 840 (2002). When the degree of one offense is raised by another 

offense separately criminalized by the legislature, courts presume that the 

offenses "merge" and the defendant is punishable only for the greater of the two. 

State v. Freeman, 153 Wn.2d 765, 772-73, 108 P.3d 753 (2005). As an example 

of this class of offenses: conviction of first degree kidnapping requires proof of 

another felony committed as part of the kidnapping to elevate the crime to the 

first degree. Vladovic, 99 Wn.2d at 421. 

This presumption of merger where one offense is a predicate to elevate 

the severity of another may be overcome, however, where there is specific 

indication that the legislature meant to punish the two offenses separately. Calle, 

125 Wn.2d at 780. Calle found such intent in statutes punishing rape and incest 

because they served different purposes (protecting the family as opposed to 
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punishing unlawful sexual intercourse) and were located in different chapters of 

the criminal code. 125 Wn.2d at 780-81. Alternatively, the presumption of 

merger is overcome and a complex structural inquiry into legislative intent is 

unnecessary where the legislature has expressly indicated its intent by including 

an explicit "antimerger" provision in a statute. State v. Williams, 181 Wn.2d 795, 

800, 336 P.3d 1152 (2014). 

Application of Due Process and Merger 

Here, the inquiry concerns two statutes: the former RCW 26.50.110 

(2006),22 describing when the violation of a no contact order rises to the level of a 

felony, and RCW 46.61.024, criminalizing attempting to elude a police vehicle. 

The violation of a no contact order becomes a felony if: (1) the defendant has two 

previous violations for violating a no contact order; or (2) the defendant commits 

an assault during the course of violating the no contact order; or (3) the 

defendant's conduct violating the no-conduct order "is reckless and creates a 

substantial risk of death or serious physical injury to another person." Engrossed 

Substitute H.B. (SSHB) 1320 § 56(4), (5), 67th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Wash. 2021). 

RCW 46.61.024 criminalizes driving a vehicle in a reckless manner while 

attempting to elude a pursuing police vehicle after being given a signal to bring 

the vehicle to a stop. 

22 This chapter was repealed, effective July 1, 2022, by LAWS OF 2021, 
ch. 215, § 170. For the full text of the act, which has not yet been recodified, see 
SSHB 1320 (Wash. 2021). The provision about felony violations of no-contact 
orders may be found at Part VIII,§ 56(5). 
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At the threshold, the State raises the question of whether, where the jury's 

verdict did not say on what basis the FVNCO was elevated, due process and 

merger are implicated at all. The jury was not given instructions about the first 

method by which a no-contact order violation may rise to the level of a felony: the 

defendant having two previous no-contact order violations. It was, however, 

instructed that it could find Booth guilty of FVNCO if it found that he had 

committed assault or that his conduct was reckless. It is unclear whether the jury 

found that Booth's FVNCO was premised on assault or recklessness; the verdict 

form did not require it to differentiate. Testimony tending to demonstrate both 

was elicited at trial, and both prongs were discussed during the State's closing 

argument. As such, though it is possible that the jury found that Booth's FVNCO 

was premised on acts that did not constitute attempting to elude-namely, 

assaulting Gaytan-Roybal by pushing her into the car-it is also possible that the 

jury considered the reckless driving as the act underlying both charges. Where it 

is difficult to ascertain which acts a jury relied on to reach its verdict and the 

verdict is therefore ambiguous, the rule of lenity applies and the ambiguity 

resolves in the defendant's favor. State v. Whittaker, 192 Wn. App. 395,417, 

367 P.3d 1092 (2016). We accordingly conclude for the purposes of our merger 

analysis that the same act-reckless driving-supported the jury's decision to 

convict Booth for both offences. 

Double jeopardy is therefore implicated. We must first decide whether the 

"same-elements" or "same evidence" tests prohibit double punishment. They do 
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not. Each relevant offense included at least one element that the other did not; 

eluding required a pursuing police vehicle, FVNCO required a no contact order. 

Next is the question of whether the merger doctrine applies. The doctrine 

is relevant because the same acts that constitute Booth's attempt to elude also 

constituted the recklessness leading to the no contact order violation's elevation 

to a felony. We conclude that the legislature did not intend the two offenses to 

merge. 

First, the legislature included the following provision, formerly codified as 

RCW 26.50.210, in the same chapter that codifies FVNCO: "Any proceeding 

under this chapter is in addition to other civil or criminal remedies." SSHB 1320 

§ 68(1 ). Though the State urges the panel to interpret this provision as an 

antimerger clause that expressly indicates the legislature's intent to punish 

FVNCO offenses separately from the crimes that elevate them, the provision is 

notably less direct than other antimerger clauses. See RCW 9A.52.050 (Burglary 

antimerger provision: "Every person who, in the commission of a burglary shall 

commit any other crime, may be punished therefor as well as for the burglary, 

and may be prosecuted for each crime separately."); RCW 9A.36.080(5) (Hate 

Crime antimerger provision: "Every person who commits another crime during 

the commission of a crime under this section may be punished and prosecuted 

for the other crime separately."). The unclear language of SSHB 1320 § 68( 1) 

makes reading it as an antimerger provision a stretch; antimerger provisions are, 

after all, meant to be explicit indicators of the legislature's intent. But it is 

nonetheless a general indication of the legislature's broad intent that the chapter 
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it is a part of should be construed independently of other chapters. Its existence 

therefore weighs slightly against merger, even if it is not dispositive on the issue. 

See State v. Moreno, 132 Wn. App. 663, 667-68, 132 P.3d 1137 (2006) 

(reasoning similarly when finding assault does not merge into FVNCO). 

Second, the two offenses are located in different titles of the Revised 

Code of Washington, with different purposes behind their enactment. FVNCO 

was formerly located within Title 26 RCW, Domestic Relations, under the 

Domestic Violence Protection chapter. Moreno, 132 Wn. App. at 669. 

SSHB 1320-a comprehensive restructuring of statutes governing civil protection 

orders that includes the provisions creating FVNCOs-was recently passed 

because of the legislature's findings that "[d]omestic violence is a problem of 

immense proportions" and was intended to "prevent and respond to abuse" and 

"address significant harms impacting individuals as well as communities." SSHB 

1320 § 1 (1 )-(3)(a). By contrast, RCW 46.61, Rules of the Road, the chapter 

criminalizing attempting to elude, is part of Title 46 RCW, governing motor 

vehicles. 

Even before the passage of SSHB 1320, courts declined to find that 

assault offenses underlying FVNCO convictions merged with the FVNCO 

offenses they elevated because of the different purposes behind the domestic 

relations statute and the criminal code. Moreno, 132 Wn. App. 670-71. The 

legislature's recent reemphasis of the immensity of harm caused by domestic 

violence indicates an even stronger intent to punish FVNCOs separately from an 

underlying offense. And the location of intent to elude in the chapter governing 
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the rules of the road indicates an even more disparate purpose behind the 

offenses: the chapter's purpose is to ensure safe roads. 

Booth contends that there is a tension in existing case law. He points to 

several cases indicating that assault does not merge into FVNCOs and contrasts 

them with cases showing that FVNCO violations merge into the offense of 

stalking. Compare State v. Novikoff, 1 Wn. App. 2d 166,170,404 P.3d 513 

(2017) (finding legislature intended to separately punish assault and FVNCO), 

State v. Leming, 133 Wn. App. 875, 890-92, 138 P.3d 1095 (2006) (same), and 

Moreno, 132 Wn. App. at 670 (same) with Whittaker, 192 Wn. App. at 417 

(FVNCO violations merge into stalking), and State v. Parmelee, 108 Wn. App. 

702, 710-11, 32 P.3d 1029 (2001) (same). There is no inherent contradiction 

here, however. As noted above, merger analysis is necessarily comparative, 

looking at two offenses in relation to one another. One offense may merge into a 

second while the second does not merge into a third. 

We therefore conclude that the legislature intended the two offenses to be 

punished separately, even when they arise from the same underlying acts. 

Finding no error, we affirm. 

WE CONCUR: 
~.a.c!J. 
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